For NBCTs

Who is the NMNBCT
network?
In 2001, a group of National Board Certified
Teachers (NBCTs) met and envisioned a
statewide network of NBCTs. The New Mexico
National Board Certified Teacher (NMNBCT)
Network was born and charged with working
together to advance the work of the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards in
New Mexico.

Our mission is to promote Accomplished
Teaching throughout New Mexico. We do this
by advocating for leadership opportunities
for NBCTs, promoting and educating teachers
about the National Board’s Body of Knowledge,
supporting candidates through the National
Board Professional Teaching certification
process and celebrating when achievement
is attained. By offering opportunities to all
constituent groups, we aim to support and
recognize all New Mexico NBCTs in all school
districts in the state and at the state legislature.

Our growing membership is now well over 1000
members. The network board of directors now
consists of seven officers, ten NBCTs representing
five regions around the state, committee chairs,
and partners from businesses, universities,
PED, BIE, ATF and NEA unions, as well as the NM
School Board Association.
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The New Mexico
National Board Certified
Teacher Network has
some ideas.
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42 New Mexico School
Districts have NBCTs
Districts without numbers have no NBCTs as of 2014
New Mexico has 89 School Districts and 970 Total NBCTs

Contact Us

NMNBCT President
Evelyn Sanchez
2270 Wyoming Blvd. NE
Ste D #359
Albuquerque, NM 87112
evelyn.sanchez@nmnbctnetwork.com
Web: www.nmnbctnetwork.com
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What leadership opportunities does the NMNBCT Network provide?
Candidate Support

Become a Professional Learning Facilitator
(PLF) and support candidates through the
National Board process. The Network training
program provides support materials and help
in coordinating candidate support in your area.
Once trained you can
• Lead your own support groups
• Provide extra readings for candidates
• Assist at candidate retreats
• Help revise our training program

Network to Transform Teaching

At the National Board, we envision a future in
which every student has the opportunity to
learn from accomplished teachers every day.
Accomplished teaching is defined by the National
Board Standards, the Five Core Propositions, and
the Architecture for Accomplished Teaching.
In 2013, we launched an effort to discover
how to make this goal a reality: the Network
to Transform Teaching, or NT3. The NM NBCT
Network has 26 schools and/or districts from all
over the state participating in this work. The sites
are led by NBCTs and use a wide variety of ways
to bring the Accomplished Teaching practices
to the teachers in their districts. Contact us to
find out what is happening in your area with this
work and how you can be involved.

By Teachers

Promotion and Advocacy

Assist the NMNBCT Network with the
promotion and advocacy of National Boards and
Accomplished Teaching through
• information sessions
• presenting at professional conferences
• Hill Days at the state legislature
• web, social media, print, and other forms of
communication
• celebrating the new and renewed NBCTs at
the annual pinning ceremony

Partnership Outreach

The NMNBCT network is looking for help with
• grant writing
• working with local business
• working with universities to integrate
National Boards and Accomplished Teaching
into their curricula
• working with NM PED to integrate National
Boards and Accomplished teaching in NM

Other Opportunities

State Conference
Learn from or present to you fellow teachers. The
Network’s state conference provides educators
the opportunity to learn best practices from
their fellow educators. NBCTs not only attend
the conference, they are also the presenters.
Early Career Educator Workshops
NBCTs can be trained to provide support for
their schools and districts in how to embed the
principles of Accomplished Teaching into the
practices of early career teachers .

For Teachers

